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Please Note
These "Technical Tips" help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise
and informative manner - they are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the
manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Can't change the Time and Date backwards on the DVR365 new black model.
Product : DVR365

Tip Classification
1. DVRs - Professional DVR365

2. DVRs

Problem :

Copyright SystemQ Ltd

The DVR365 Series III  (Black Models CCT724, CCT725 and CCT728)
may experience a problem when trying to turn the time and/or date
backwards.

This is because moving it backwards would create conflicting data entries
on the DVR's hard drives if files are ALREADY written with the time or date
you are trying to put the DVR to.

So how do you move the time and date backwards?

One simple way is to stop the DVR recording for say an hour this would
mean that you could move the time and date back an hour with out any
conflicting data. However you may not wish to wait this long so here is an
alternative;

The easiest way to do this is to simply delete the entire HD data, this is
simple and fast to do, alternatively just find and delete the most recent files
recorded on the drives.

Please note if you delete the entire hard drives the DVR will reboot after the
delete operation. If on re-starting you have enabled the DVR to
automatically record on scheduled recording or video motion detection the
DVR will immediately create a new File on the hard drive with the time and
date log which will prevent you again altering the T&D backwards because
the file exists again! To get around this before you delete all the data, make
sure you have switch off ALL scheduled recording and video motion
detection recording so that on re-boot it does not start recording.

The simple steps are;

To Change the date & time backwards on a CCT724, CCT725 or CCT728

1- Go to  the DVR (you can't use the client to turn the time BACKWARDS if
recording exist with a conflicting time)
2- Switch off "scheduled recording"
3- Switch off "motion detection recording"
4- Delete all the data on the DVR (or just recent data)
5- The DVR will now re-boot
6- When the DVR has restarted, change the T&D.
7- Enable recording as needed.

TIPS-

Solution :
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TIP 1 - You can save the DVR's current configuration to a PC so that you
don't have to mess about with fiddly recording settings using the latest
client software from the DVR365 site.

TIP2- If you want to move the T&D of the DVR365 back say 1HR if you stop
the recording for an hour using the client software or on the front of the
DVR it means there will be no conflicts when you try to turn it back 1hr and
it will let you do this with out the need to delete any data.
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